In 1926 van der Waerden [13] proved the following startling theorem : If the set of integers is arbitrarily partitioned into two classes then at least one class contains arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions. It is well known and obvious that neither class must contain an infinite arithmetic progression. In fact, it is easy to see that for any sequence a n there is another sequence b n9 with b n > a n9 which contains no arithmetic progression of three terms, but which intersects every infinite arithmetic progression. The finite form of van der Waerden's theorem goes as follows: For each positive integer n 9 there exists a least integer f{n) with the property that if the integers from 1 to /(/?) are arbitrarily partitioned into two classes, then at least one class contains an arithmetic progression of « terms. (For a short proof, see the note of Graham and Rothschild [5].) However, the best upper bound on f{n) known at present is extremely poor. The best lower bound known, due to Berlekamp [3], asserts that/(«) < nl n 9 for n prime, which improves previous results of Erdös, Rado and W. Schmidt.
using special properties of the primes but by only using the fact that they are numerous, a method which is often successful.
Erdös and Turân observed r k {m + n) S r k {m) + r k {n) from which it follows by a simple argument that lim r h {n)\n = c h »-OO exists. Erdös and Turân conjectured that c k = 0 for all k. A few years later Behrendt] proved that either c Ä = 0 for every k 9 or lim A _oo c k = 1. Erdös and Turân also conjectured r k {n) < « proved r 3 {n) > «i-^/aog»v-which is the best lower bound for r 3 («) currently known. In [6], L. Moser constructed an infinite sequence which contains no arithmetic progression of three terms and which satisfies Behrend's inequality for every n. Behrend's corresponding inequalities for k < 4 were improved by Rankin in [7] .
The first satisfactory upper bound for r 3 («) was due to Roth [8] who proved r 3 («) < c«/loglog«. In 1967,1 proved that r 4 («) = o{n). The proof used the general theorem of van der Waerden. Roth [9], [10] later gave an analytic proof that r 4 («) = o{n) which did not make use of van der Waerden's theorem (in fact, he proved a much more general theorem) and his method probably gives r 4 («) < «/log/ n where / is a large fixed integer and log/ denotes the /-fold iterated logarithm.
In this article we give a brief outline of a proof of the general conjecture of Erdös and Turân: c k = 0 for all k.
The proof is rather long and complicated although it uses only elementary combinatorial arguments. Space limitations do not permit us to outline the proof here so we shall just restrict ourselves to mentioning several of the key ideas.
An important lemma used in the proof states essentially that any finite graph can be partitioned into relatively few "nearly regular" subgraphs. The basic objects with which the proof of the main theorem deals are not just arithmetic progressions themselves but rather generalizations of arithmetic progressions called m-configurations. Roughly speaking, a 1-configuration is just an arithmetic progression; an /«-configuration is an "arithmetic progression" of {m-^-configurations. In a nutshell, one can show that for any given set of integers R of positive upper density, a very long m-configuration which intersects R in a moderately regular way must always contain a shorter (but still quite long) {m-l)-configuration which intersects R in an even more regular way. In this way, we eventually conclude that R must contain arbitrarily long 1-configurations, i.e., arithmetic progressions, and we are done.
